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Pawz Dog Boots Helpful Info 

PAWZ boots are disposable and reusable.  When one wears out, you simply toss it.  

Will my dog accept them? 

Your dog WILL WEAR PAWZ boots. Whether it’s because there are no zippers or straps, or because 

there is no padding, dogs accept wearing PAWZ dog boots even when they won’t wear other 

brands. Feeling the ground through the boot is what gives your dog that needed sense of security. 

Will PAWZ stay on? 

PAWZ boots stays on.  

Are PAWZ waterproof or just water-resistant?  

PAWZ are waterproof. No other boot protects against liquid chloride and other liquid hazards.  

Will my dog be comfortable? 

Like a sock, PAWZ moves with your dog, allowing for full paw motion and maximum comfort. Without 

padding or sole, PAWZ allows your dog to feel the ground, providing the needed sense of security 

not possible with a typical dog boot. This is the main reason why dogs that won’t wear dog boots 

WILL WEAR PAWZ. 

What does PAWZ protect against? 

Ice, Lawn Chemicals, Salt, Liquid Chloride, Snow, Fire Ants, Pool Liner Tears, Mud, Clay, Pad Rashes, 

Post-Surgical Infection, Post-Grooming Dirt, Hot Pavement, and solves traction control problems. 

Are PAWZ about fashion or function? 

While they are very fashionable, PAWZ was designed to be functional. Form follows function to 

create serious paw protection for your dog. These are protective boots not a fashion accessory. 

Made of natural rubber, PAWZ boots  are biodegradable. And being environmentally green is 

always fashionable. 

 

Message from Pawz for IVDD dogs 

To ensure the proper fit, please measure the dogs paw from the back of the heel to the longest 

toenail.  

Because the boots are waterproof (great for keeping the elements out, the boots do not breathe).  

The boots in human terms have the same properties that a swim cap would have. To help with indoor 

use here are a couple of tips. To help make the boot less constricting for indoor use, I would 

recommend that you carefully cut the roll off the top of the boot. The boot will stay on. I would 

recommend using a hole punch to actually punch holes in the boots so any moisture that should 

build up will evaporate. Please make sure to monitor your pet and to remove the boots frequently to 

make sure your pooch is comfortable. Each dog has their own tolerance level so it will be important 

to find your dog's threshold. Because our boots have no straps or Velcro the dog can feel the ground 

and have a sense of security."  


